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THE HARAAM GAZA SOCCER TEAM

IT IS HARAAM TO CONTRIBUTE

FUNDS FOR HOSTING THIS HARAAM TEAM

QUESTION

A soccer team from Gaza has been invited to South Africa during March of this year. The
hosts are appealing for R180,000 to host the team. They are also appealing for
accommodation and other expenses for the team of 35 boys. Is it permissible to
contribute for this team?

ANSWER

Contributing money or anything else towards this haraam soccer team is Haraam. It is not
permissible to participate on or to facilitate this team in any way whatsoever.
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While millions of Muslims are languishing in extreme poverty and in dire straits of living right on
the door steps of Gaza, and while Gaza itself is constantly under Israeli threat, the shaitaani
rulers of Gaza allow a shaitaani haraam team to travel, waste money, indulge in haraam sport,
etc.

The evil life style of the Gaza people provides the valid explanation for Allah’s Punishment on
them. Instead of turning more towards Allah Ta’ala in their miserable plight, they are drifting
further from Allah Ta’ala into the camp of shaitaan. The lifestyle and attitude of the Gaza people
justify Allah’s Athaab which has settled on them.

The people of Gaza are immoral. They have not acquired any lessons from the Israeli-inflicted
miseries. They exploit each other; usurp the properties of each other. The Shariah’s Law of
Inheritance is most wickedly pillaged and plundered by Palestinians. The one who is in control
of the properties of the deceased usurps it. Heirs are denied their right of inheritance. This
disease is universal in Palestine. Palestinians themselves have reported such satanic
usurpation of their properties. The rulers of Gaza facilitate and entrench this usurpation of the
properties of others. That is why Allah Ta’ala has handed the land to the Yahood. They have
absolutely no regard for the Shariah. Immoral dancing and celebrating have become their
customs. They do not deserve to be the caretakers of Jerusalem or the entire Holy Land of
Palestine. This is Allah’s decree, hence He has awarded Palestine to the Yahood.

In the following Aayat is a somber warning for the people of Gaza as well as for all other Muslim
communities who are grounded in immorality and degradation of every kind imaginable:
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“We shall most surely give them to taste of the lesser punishment, not the greater punishment,
for perhaps they will (understand) and return (to the Path of the Deen).”

“Who is viler than the person who is reminded of the Laws of Allah, then he turns away? Verily
We shall extract vengeance from the criminals.” (Qur’aan)

They are not heeding the signs and the warnings. Therefore, the Greater Punishment is
awaiting them.

With their haraam soccer teams and preponderance of vice, the people of Gaza are criminals.

MUSLIMS SHOULD NOT CONTRIBUTE ANY THING FOR HOSTING THE HARAAM TEAM.

25 Jamadil Ukhra 1441 – 20 February 2020
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